MPM Designated Electives list
A/E/C/ Business Management

You must choose 4 courses from this list to complete (or a combination of half-courses and full courses equaling 4 courses [two half-courses equal one course]) as part of your A/E/C Business Management degree. You may take the 4 designated electives in any quarter, but you may not substitute any other courses for those on this list to meet this requirement.

PROJ_MGT 402: Negotiations (0.5)
PROJ_MGT 423: Business Development in the Built Environment (1.0)
PROJ_MGT 427: Real Estate Development (0.5)
PROJ_MGT 429: Program Management (0.5)
PROJ_MGT 433: International Construction (0.5)
PROJ_MGT 434: Lean Construction (1.0)
PROJ_MGT 436: Construction Contracts and Disputes (1.0)
PROJ_MGT 439: Integrating VR/AR/MR with Design and Construction (0.5)
PROJ_MGT 441: Sustainability in Construction (0.5)
PROJ_MGT 451: Information Technology for Construction (0.5)
PROJ_MGT 455: Computer-Integrated Project Delivery (0.5)

CIV_ENV 332: Building Construction Estimating (1.0)
CIV_ENV 336: Project Scheduling (1.0)
CIV_ENV 435: Cost Engineering and Control (1.0)
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